
NAME: DATE: 

WATCH 

Watch Sign Song by the Electric Company. 

READ 

Read Why Are Signs That Color? document. 

ANSWER 

Answer the following questions based on what you know about traffic signs: 

What does a red sign with eight sides tell us to do? Why is it so important for drivers 
to obey this sign? 

Where should you cross the street? What kind of sign tells you it is a safe place to 
cross? Why is the color of this sign important? 

Is it safe to cross a busy street alone, or do you need some help? Who would be able 
to help you? 

What steps should you follow to cross safely? 

What does a blue sign with a white H mean? Why is it important for people to know 
what this sign means? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJnDMq0PxJw


 
 

Why is it important for everyone – drivers, pedestrians and cyclists – to obey the 
signs we see? 
 
 
 
 
 
Why is it important for drivers to obey the speed limit? 

 
 
What color is a construction sign? Why is it important to know if there is 
construction on the road? 
 
 
 
 
 
What are some signs you see in your neighborhood, community or out on the road, 
and what do they mean? 
  



 
 

NAME:        DATE: 
 
DRAW 
 
Print this page and draw a sign you see in your neighborhood or community. Scan it 
or take a picture of your drawing and email it to your teacher.  

 


	Untitled

	Where should you cross the street: You should cross at a crosswalk and look for a fluorescent yellow-green sign that shows a person walking. Sometimes there are lines for the crosswalk. The sign is bright yellow-green so it's very visible to motorists.
	Safe to cross a busy street alone: Roadways are very dangerous and children shouldn't cross them alone. Children are small and harder for drivers to see. A parent, older sibling, crossing guard or other adult should help them.
	Steps to cross the road safely: Find a crosswalk or an intersection with a stop sign or traffic light. Look LEFT, look RIGHT and look LEFT again to make sure no cars are coming. Always WALK, never run, across the street.
	Blue sign with a H meaning: Hospital! It's important to let drivers know where a hospital is in case they are sick or hurt. It also lets drivers know when there might be ambulance activity as they head to the hospital.
	What does a red, eight sided sign mean: STOP sign! Drivers need to obey the STOP sign EVERY TIME to avoid crashing into other cars or hitting pedestrians.
	Why important to obey the speed limit: The speed limit tells drivers how fast they can drive on a certain road. Sometimes it's fast, usually in areas where there aren't pedestrians, like highways. On local roads & in neighborhoods, it's usually slower because pedestrians and bicyclists are near.
	Why should be obey the signs we see: Signs tell us where to go and how to use roads safely. Signs tell drivers important information about people crossing or speed limits; tell pedestrians where it's safe to cross the road; and tell bicyclists where it's safe for them to ride.
	What color is construction: Orange! It's important to know where there is construction because drivers, pedestrians and cyclists need to slow down and move over for workers and equipment.
	Signs in your neighborhood and their meaning: Answers will vary - This can be an open-ended prompt for a writing exercise. Students should pick two - three signs and explain what they mean.
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